Winners of Poster Presentations

Graduate Winners:

Psychology

- Aisha Yapp, *The Relationship Between Infidelity and Risky Behavior*

Life Sciences:

- Jodiene Johnson, *Melanoma Antigen Genes (MAGEs): Drivers or Passengers in CARcinogenesis, 1st Place*
- Gustavo Garriga, *Quantitative study of dopaminergic phenotypes via computer-aided video analysis, 2nd Place*

Undergraduate Winners:

Psychology:

- Cierra Perkins, Ravyn Cruse, Albert White, Derrick Rigsby, *Reward Sensitivity And Punishment Sensitivity towards Risk Taking*

Biology:

- Brooklyn Sims, *Elucidating the role of X-antigen Gene Family (XAGE) in tumor progression*

Biochemistry & Molecular Cell Biology (tie)

- Anisha Mittal, *Structural and Functional Characterization of Acinetobacter baumannii Superoxide Dismutase B*
- Lyndon Rolle, *Transcriptomic Characterization of Vascular Cell Types during Aging*

Chemistry (2 awards)

- Syanna Graham and Diamond Moore, *The Preparation of Water Based Paint without Volatile Organic Compounds, 1st Place*
- Elijah Johnson and Vivian Iloabuchi, *Improving Acoustic Attenuation of Music Rooms Using 6F Epoxy Resin, 2nd Place*

Physics

- Farrah Harris, *An Introductory Physics Experiment to Measure the Moment of Inertia of the Human Forearm - 1st Place*
Winners of Oral Presentation Sessions

**Machine Learning**
Tykeena Watson, “Diagnosing Breast Cancer with Machine Learning Methods”

**Digital Humanities**
Jordan Thompson, “Othello”

**Political Science**
Mary Page, “Colonialism and UN Policies”

**Business and Economics in the Global Marketplace**
Jasmine Johnson, “Globalization and Income Inequality in Developing Nations”

**Key Issues in the Contemporary Business World**
Calia Thomas, “The Unethical Behavior and Unoriginality of the Beauty&Fashion Industries”

**English**
Anna Flood, “Slavery’s Eerie Presence”

**The World and Its Peoples**
Jordan Reed, Jasmine Roberson, Parrish Brown, Amanda Pollard, Paul Woodard William Singleton, and Clarence Bourne

**Socialization and Human Development**
Mikaila Robinson, “The Effect of New Knowledge on Learned Behavior”

**Campus and University Culture: Past and Present**

**Computer Applications**
Marlon Portillo, “Virtual Tour of the Fisk Art Gallery”

**Critical Thinking**
Kamari Bell, Brian Townshend, Joi Brown, Kourtney Tate, Menelik Demeke, “Black Psyche Nation”
Special Recognitions

**HBCU Wellness Project**
Jaelynn Bailey, Biology  
Terry Blackburn, Sociology  
MyKaila Jones, Psychology  
Brooklyn Sims, Biology

**Lifting the Veil: Fisk and the Harlem Renaissance**
Dr. Bracks’s Harlem Renaissance class  
Dr. Burnett’s American Literature class:  
Jarrett Shelby  
Caitlin Tucker  
Robbyn Portis  
Elijah Royal  
Tiana Pittman  
Amari Smith

**A Celebration of St. Elmo Brady**
Dr. Steve Damo  
Dr. Natalie Arnett